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Survey across Asia Pacific

Feedback from Deloitte Asia Pacific network on key issues faced by clients

- **Customs disallowing preferential treatment if 3rd party is situated in the importing country (i.e., domestic invoice).**
- **Non-preferential CO: different local rules in the country of export vs. import. For products subject to US-China additional trade tariffs, impossible to plan without obtaining an advanced ruling on origin.**
- **Operational rules not fully adhered with will result in denial of preferential treatment, e.g., ticking the right boxes for back to back CO, third country invoicing, issued retroactively.**

**Different rules and criteria for the same goods under different FTAs,** e.g., the China–Singapore FTA requires RVC 40% for paper products, whilst China-ASEAN requires change in tariff classification at 4-digit level for the same goods category.

Exporter is not allowed the choice of origin criterion to be applied; origin criterion is assigned by MITI.

Goods shipped in bulk and stored in a regional distribution center are often challenged by local authorities. Goods are broken down into smaller lots at the warehouse and shipped under new AWB/BOL. Some authorities have challenged that the goods do not meet the FTA direct consignment rules and require the importer to prove that the goods listed on the AWB/BOL match the original AWB/BOL.

**Issues faced by industry under Customs (Administration of Rules of Origin under Trade Agreements) Rules 2020 (CAROTAR 2020):**
1. Reluctance of exporter to share information required by Importer due to commercial sensitivity
2. Delay in clearance of goods and disruption in supply chain
3. Building up of pending matters for verification at Director (International Customs Division), New Delhi and continuation of provisional assessment with Bank guarantee during such period.
**Practical challenges**

Third-country/party invoicing in Thailand under ASEAN FTAs (scenario 1)

- Check the box “Third-country invoicing” on the CO
- Trading entity can be located in FTA or non-FTA country
- Name and country of trading entity must be mentioned on the CO
- Correct indication of invoice number by trading entity on the CO
- Ensure consistency between FOB value on the CO and invoice price or remove FOB value from CO
- **Indirect invoicing involving multiple trading entities is now allowed**
Practical challenges
Third-country/party invoicing in Thailand under ASEAN FTAs (scenario 2)

What about third party-invoicing under the following conditions:

- Indonesian supplier invoices **intermediate trading entity in Thailand**
- Trading entity invoices Thai importer
- Thai importer imports directly from Indonesian supplier

✓ **Thai customs**: do not tick third country invoice on the CO even though it is indirect invoicing

Note: Unlike in Thailand, a Form D with a domestically issued invoice is **not accepted in Malaysia**. This is an on-going issue faced by importers in Malaysia.
Practical challenges
Back-to-Back Certificate for break bulk transactions under ASEAN FTAs

✓ Check the box “Back-to-Back” on the new CO for export

✓ Thai importer/exporter must present CO and customs docs for first import transaction

✓ No-processing rule

✓ Quantity on B2B CO cannot exceed quantity on original CO

✓ Validity period B2B CO = validity period of first CO

✓ Depending on the FTA: goods have to remain in bonded zone in intermediate country (ACFTA and AIFTA). ATIGA and AKFTA are silent.

Note: For Thai-originating goods, a B2B CO issued by Singapore may not be accepted by Thai Customs when re-imported into Thailand.
Practical challenges
Back-to-Back Certificate in combination with third-country invoicing

✅ B2B in combination with third-country invoicing: Thailand currently only allows this under ATIGA

✅ Check both boxes “Back-to-Back and “Third-country invoicing” on the CO

✅ Meet conditions for both special schemes

Diagram:
- **Exporter 1** to **Import/Exporter**
  - CO for 100 units
- **Import/Exporter** to **Vietnam**
  - B2B CO for 50 units
- **Singapore trader**
- **Sale 1**
- **Sale 2**
Case Study 1
Use of B2B CO + TCI in RDC Model

Facts
- Principal (RHQ) entity in Singapore, acts as regional invoicing entity (buy/sell)
- Related party manufacturers in Japan, Thailand, Indonesia and China.
- All goods centralized in RDC in Malaysia (Port Tanjung Pelepas) for distribution to ASEAN market

Company X (Invoicing Entity)

Issues:
1. Ability to use B2B CO from Malaysia with TCI from Singapore to ASEAN countries?
2. For entries back into Malaysia, can a B2B CO be issued for re-import into the same country?
3. For goods originating in the same country as the RDC, what is the treatment?
Case Study 2
Treatment of ‘intermediate’ goods: Article 29(5) of ATIGA confers origin on local goods by ‘licensed manufacturers’

Facts
- Automotive manufacturing Plant located in ASEAN Country B.
- Sources for various components (e.g. gearbox transmission, engine block, camshaft, etc.) from both overseas sources and domestic sources.
- For imported components, only those with accompanied CO are included into origin calculation of finished vehicle for export.
- For domestic components, a local supplier declaration is requested to confirm that the goods are of the relevant country of production (stated in invoice).

Issues:
(1) Article 29(5) of ATIGA provides that locally-procured materials produced by “established licensed manufacturers” in compliance with domestic regulations, deemed to have fulfilled origin requirement of the Agreement.
(2) No domestic regulations available to clarify the definition. Do the ‘intermediate’ goods still need to qualify based on ROO applicable to such goods. [Note: ATIGA different from ACFTA, which has such express condition]
Case Study 3
Post entry origin verification

Facts:
• Manufacturer and exporter in Singapore. Sell and ship direct to related party in Korea.
• Importer has been claiming for preferential duty treatment in Korea based on preferential CO issued by Singapore Customs under various FTAs:
  • Korea-Singapore FTA (KSFTA)
  • ASEAN-Korea FTA (AKFTA)
• KCS noted irregularities to the COs:
  • Omission of origin criterion and HS code information
  • Mingled origin criterion marking – “C” or “VAC”
• Reasonable doubts to the validity and origin information of the COs
• Requested Singapore Customs to conduct a verification on the **authenticity** and **accuracy** of the COs
  • To respond with the Questionnaire within 30 days, with one opportunity to make a written request for extension
Case Study 3
Post entry origin verification (cont’d)

• Under Article 5.7 of the OCP (verification for preferential tariff treatment), for purposes of determining whether a good imported into a territory from the territory of the other Party is eligible for preferential tariff treatment, the importing Party (i.e. Korea) may, through its customs administration (i.e. KCS), conduct a verification, which may be in sequence, by means of:

  a) request for a certificate of origin from the importer;
  b) request for Cost and Production Statement and information from the importer for cases where the importer is able to prepare it on the basis of the importer’s own documentary evidence or information;
  c) request for Cost and Production Statement and information from an exporter or a producer in the territory of the other Party (SG Co) through the other Party’s customs administration (i.e. Singapore Customs);
  d) visit to the premises of an exporter or a producer in the territory of the other Party (Singapore in this case) to review the records referred to in paragraph 1 of Article 5.5 and observe the facilities used in the production of the good, or to that effect any facilities used in the production of the materials; or
  e) such other procedure as the Parties may agree to.

• On-site audit by Korea Customs in Singapore for 1-week period
Case Study 3
Post entry origin verification (cont’d)

Issues:

• **1st issue:** Whether qualifying processes are satisfied (i.e. sufficient manufacturing vs simple mixing)

• **2nd issue:** Determine the applicable rules of origin
  • HS codes of the products
  • RVC 55% not met – due to change in FOB selling price, incorrect accumulation of materials that are non-originating
  • Costs statements submitted does not correspond with invoices received (standard cost vs actual cost)

• **3rd issue:** Format of the COs
  • HS codes not indicated
  • Origin criterion marking (either omitted or incorrectly indicated)

Outcome:

• Findings of inconsistency as products did not qualify under AKFTA and KSFTA rules

• Denial of preferential duty, additional bill of demand + fines, penalties and interest.
Way forward

Mega-regional FTAs the way forward, or a multilateral agreement at the WTO-level the way forward?
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